Tough on the job. Easy on you.

With the Recon’s Pocket PC operating
system, you can run all the applications
you use most.

A color screen allows you to take full
advantage of your software’s features.
(Image shown is TDS SOLO View™.)

The Recon includes a variety
of input options, including
handwriting recognition.

The Tripod Data Systems™ Recon™ delivers maximum performance and reliability in a lightweight and extremely rugged design
that’s easy to carry. The waterproof Recon weighs just 17
ounces, and it exceeds military specifications for drop, vibration and both high and low temperature operation. The Recon
works wherever and whenever you need it.
You can count on Recon when portability, data security and
maximum operating time are crucial. The innovative modular
design saves time and money on long-term service and provides
customization options to suit your different applications. The
PowerBoot Module™ integrates a 3800 mAh battery pack with
industry-standard 9-pin serial and USB ports into a single
component you can easily replace even in the field. The standard CF-Cap™ O-ring seal protects its two CompactFlash®
slots from rain, wind and dust, and it supports qualified
memory and Bluetooth® cards. You can choose from other
modules for applications that require AA batteries, wireless
LAN or GPS.
The Recon features the high-performance 200 MHz
or 400 MHz Intel® XScale™ processor, a color

Lightweight and comfortable to hold, the
Recon is perfect for applications where
portability, data security and maximum
operating time are vital.

display with front light, 64 MB of RAM and 64 or 128 MB
of nonvolatile Flash storage to protect data from resets or even
complete power loss. And with the Windows Mobile™ software
for Pocket PC, the Recon runs all the applications you use most,
including your calendar, e-mail and Pocket versions of Word
and Excel. You never want to compromise in your work.
With Recon, you don’t have to.
TM
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Recon Specifications
STANDARD FEATURES
Windows Mobile software for Pocket PC
200 MHz or 400 MHz Intel XScale processor
64 MB high-speed SDRAM
64 MB or 128 MB nonvolatile Flash storage
Sunlight-readable color TFT display
Rugged waterproof design
15 hours of continuous room-temperature operation with
default settings
STANDARD SOFTWARE
Pocket Word
Pocket Excel
Inbox (Outlook e-mail client)
Calendar
Contacts
Tasks
Notes
Calculator
Desktop version of Outlook
Windows Media Player
Microsoft Reader
ActiveSync 3.7
Online Help

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
Carry case
Deluxe case with belt clip and neck strap
Stylus lanyard
Serial interface cable
AA PowerBoot Module™
Extended cap
PHYSICAL
Size
6.50” (16.5 cm) x 3.75” (9.5 cm) x 1.75” (4.5 cm)
Weight
17 ounces (490 g) including rechargeable PowerBoot
ENVIRONMENT
Operating temperature
-22 to 140 °F (-30 to 60 C)
Humidity
MIL-STD-810F, Method 507.4
Water
IP67, sealed against accidental immersion
(1 m for 30 min.)
MIL-STD-810F, Method 512.4, Procedure I
Drop
MIL-STD-810F, Method 516.5, Procedure IV
26 drops from 4 ft (1.22 m)
onto plywood over concrete
6 additional drops at -4 °F (-20 C)
6 additional drops at 140 °F (60 C)
Sand & dust
IP67, MIL-STD-810F, Method 510.4,
Procedures I & II

STANDARD ACCESSORIES
Rechargeable PowerBoot Module
Standard CF-Cap
AC charger
USB data cable
User’s guide
CD-ROM
Hand strap
Two stylus pens

The 9-pin RS-232 serial and USB ports accept standard
computer cables for maximum compatibility. And the
Recon’s internal components are fully sealed and
protected in case of accidental immersion in water.

The Recon weighs just 17 ounces and has rounded
edges that fit comfortably in your hand. Optional
modules include a AA battery boot and an extended
CompactFlash cap (shown) that supports larger
accessories such as GPS receivers.

ENVIRONMENT, cont.
Vibration
MIL-STD-810F, Method 514.5, Procedure I, Fig. 17 & 18
Altitude
MIL-STD-810F, Method 500.4, Procedures I, II & III
15,000 ft at 73 °F (23 C)
ELECTRICAL
Processor
Intel XScale CPU
200 MHz (Recon 200)
400 MHz (Recon 400)
Memory
64 MB high-speed SDRAM
~6 MB reserved
Storage
Onboard nonvolatile NAND Flash
64 MB (Recon 200)
128 MB (Recon 400)
~16 MB reserved
Expansion
1x Type I and 1x Type II CompactFlash slots
Display
240x320 pixel (1/4 VGA) color TFT
with LED front light
Batteries
3800 mAH NiMH rechargeable pack
I/O
Standard 9-pin (male) D-shell RS-232 serial and USB ports

Built to exceed military standards, the Recon delivers
reliable performance under the toughest field conditions.

Your local TDS dealer
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Building a

Better Handheld
A behind the scenes look at the making of the TDS Recon.

Its Strategic Building
When TDS entered the hardware manufacturing market with the launch of the Ranger, it did so
with finesse and smarts. Research and development (R&D)
efforts were strong and comprehensive, design was solid
and concise, testing was immeasurable in the surveying
industry and the manufacturing decisions were nothing
short of scrupulous. The Ranger, in turn, received great
attention and sales, and TDS made its graceful entrance into
a new market while sustaining its promise to surveyors to
supply them with reliable, cost-efficient products. The
Recon delivers on this promise as well, this time to a more
specific audience, HP48 users. HP48 customers, similar to
customers of any market, are content with their products

until there is another option. TDS
wanted to give them that option.
“The first concept of the Recon dates back
two years,” says Bill Martin, director of
survey marketing and sales at TDS. “The
rumor of the HP48 demise has been going
on for many years. We expected that the
HP48 would eventually move on [and] we
wanted to be able to continue providing a
solution for those customers. We also
wanted to be able to move them into the
Windows CE environment—to provide a
low cost but advanced technology Windows CE environment.”
Martin notes that a collective goal to
offer a new handheld without making
TDS reliant on HP’s (or any other companies’) platforms instigated the Recon’s
development efforts. TDS’s progressive
nature is another reason for the launch of
the Recon, as TDS continues to examine
ways to keep its customers supplied with the latest in
technology—at an affordable price.
“Primarily our goal was to provide the latest Windows CE
technology [on a handheld] at a price point that would
attract our HP48 customers,” Martin says. “Our customer
base for the Ranger is predominantly high-end surveyors
who could afford a high-end product. Our target market [for
the Recon] is the HP48 customers who primarily work with
mechanical total stations and [are from] smaller surveying
companies. They are also frugal with their money.”
TDS tapped into the uncultivated Windows CE software
market with the Ranger in 1999, offering surveyors an

Point of Beginning

A

lthough the rumors as to the
demise of the HP48 handheld
so beloved by surveyors have
neither been confirmed nor
denied, those rumors may be essentially
irrelevant with the launch of the new
TDS Recon handheld data collector by
Tripod Data Systems of Corvallis, Ore.
Made available this past February to its
target market including surveyors and
mappers, the TDS Recon offers many
benefits for the HP48 user. And with
TDS’ experience designing and manufacturing rugged handhelds, starting with
the Ranger in 1999, savvy surveyors can
be assured of a product that is wellplanned, well-designed, well-tested and
well-manufactured.
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The Recon can be used in the toughest field conditions.

upgrade from the clunky DOS packages of the day. With the incarnation
of the Recon, the surveyor is again
offered a solution, this time to Windows CE.NET, an operating system
(OS) that LaVonne Frazier, a TDS
hardware development manager says
“was clearly needed for the Recon.”
“With Windows CE, it’s very component-ized. There’s a huge menu of
features available in the operating system for developers to choose from. As
an OEM, we could choose to use or not
to use them based on the needs of our
customers,” Frazier says, adding that
the Linux OS always comes up as an
option. “The reality is that the support
isn’t there [with Linux],” she says.
Frazier says the Recon is on par
with the latest and greatest HP Compaq iPAQ. “It’s got the same CPU, but
it’s far more rugged and has much better battery life.”
And these are features expected to
attract the surveyor.

The 9-pin serial RS-232 and USB ports
accept standard computer cables for maximum compatibility and are sealed for protection.

The Torture Tests
The ruggedness of the Recon, which
Martin says is one of its greatest benefits, was considered when naming the
product. Martin says a company-wide
contest resulted in the name, which
suits all the markets TDS was interested in providing for and conjures up
visions of people in the outdoors like
surveyors, construction and forestry
workers, and military personnel.

Although a recent poll on POB
Online in February indicated that the
majority of pollers think their data
collectors are rugged enough for the
work they do, the Recon can certainly
outperform many of the data collectors on the market for surveyors. In a
series of torture tests, the Recon came
out shining, even after exceeding the
stringent military standards under
MIL-STD-810F.
“We selected target specs, the levels
we wanted to beat and made sure we
went beyond that,” Frazier says. “It
was important to us to know that without a doubt we meet our published
specifications.”
Not only do they meet them, TDS
tested to be sure they exceeded them.
Considering the nature of a surveyor’s
work, tests were conducted on the TDS
Recon in three main areas: drop, temperature and water immersion. The
MIL-STD-810F military standard calls
for up to five units to be dropped 26
times from a height of 4 feet on plywood over concrete. TDS boastfully set
their standards higher than that test
and over-delivered; testers dropped a
prototype Recon 38 times from 5 feet
up—and all with a single unit.
Other tests included baking the unit
in a 158 degree Fahrenheit oven continuously for seven days. And
although the standard only requires a
30-minute submergence, TDS testers
submerged the Recon in water for one
hour. The results? Under the Ingress
Protection (IP) specification, which
rates on a scale of 0-6 for protection
against solid objects (the first number)
and 0-8 for protection against liquids
(the second number), the TDS Recon
achieved an IP67 rating, nearly the
best possible grade for environmental
protection from enclosures on electronic equipment. This indicates that it
is impenetrable from dust and water
and can withstand most any surveyor’s work environment. The Recon
can also operate in a low pressure
environment up to an altitude of
15,000 ft, and endured the required
vibration tests as well under the MILSTD-810F standards.
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Specs for Success
In addition to its impressive platform of
Windows CE.NET 4.1 operating system,
which allows users to view popular
desktop documents such as Adobe Acrobat, Microsoft Word, PowerPoint and
Excel in their original formats without
having to convert them to a “pocket”
version that loses much of the desktop
formatting, the Recon also boasts many
other advantages for the surveyor.
The Recon is offered in two models.
The 200C contains a 200 MHz Intel
Xscale CPU, 64 MB of RAM and 64 MB
of internal nonvolatile FLASH storage.
The 400C model contains a 400 MHz
CPU, 64 MB of RAM and 128 MB of
FLASH storage. Accompanying the
Windows OS is the Recon’s equally
reliable software partner. The Recon is
packaged with TDS Survey Pro and
SOLO View software.
“That’s another benefit of being part
of TDS,” Frazier says. “They already
have market-leading [software]
applications.”
The Recon’s sunlight-readable display uses a reflective color touch
screen suited for outdoor use and
includes an LED front lighting for
indoor and low-light conditions. The
unit’s 9-pin serial port and USB port
transfers large data files in minutes
using standard cables. The Recon also
includes the graphical interface features, map views and other capabilities
of Survey Pro on the Ranger. The unit
comes standard with a nickel-metal
hybride rechargeable battery pack,
which can be used up to 33 hours,
depending on the type of use. For
example, if the user keeps the backlight on the entire time of use, the batteries may last just over 10 hours. A
battery life of about 15 hours can be
expected under normal surveying conditions. Martin says an alkaline battery, as well as several other enhancements, is in the works. Building from
the Ranger’s successes, the Recon’s
keypad contains buttons that have a
distinct, tactile feel and are widely
spaced for large or gloved fingers.
With its easy-to-grip, rounded edge,
soft rubber exterior, the comfort ele-

The Recon came out shining, even after
exceeding stringent military standards.

HP48 customers,
similar to customers of
any market, are content
with their products until
there is another option.
TDS wanted to give
them that option.
ment of the Recon is further enhanced
by the impressive lightweight of 17 oz
with batteries. How were the designers
at TDS able to pull this off?
“We’re quite lucky in getting the
best design engineers from HP,” Frazier says, referring to the pool of
Hewlett-Packard employees who have
joined TDS in past years. Frazier herself was a platform manager at HP, a
similar position to the one she holds at
TDS. “We’re constantly working
toward lighter and lighter and more
durable [products].”
For most surveyors, a data collector
that does more than its original
intended use can be a blessing. “[The
Recon] provides customization options
to suit your different applications,”

Martin says. “TDS chose the dual compact FLASH slots to allow users broad
expansion possibilities. Today, we support and sell Compact FLASH cards to
add to the Recon’s memory capacity.
We expect that as new CE.Net devices
come on the market and we test them
to ensure full compatibility, that we
will be able to offer additional expansion devices in the future.”
The PowerBoot Module integrates a
3800 mAh battery pack with industrystandard 9-pin serial and USB ports into
a single user-replaceable component the
user can easily replace even in the field.
Recon users can also add to the
usability of the Recon by buying
instrument cables, a tripod bracket,
several options of cases including a
deluxe case with belt clip and neck
strap for a stylus, among other options.
The key defining feature of the Recon,
however, according to Martin is its
price. Comparable to the HP48 surveying system, but with many more superior qualities, the Recon with software
starts at a reasonable $1,799.
“The price point is unique for what
you get,” Martin says. “[It’s] very reliable, very rugged and comes with
advanced, field-proven software.”

Ready for Distribution
With the excellent lineup of designers
and engineers ready to go, and with
the success of the Ranger under TDS’
belt, the Recon team set out to make
the next generation of powerful handheld data collectors. Strong production efforts began in August of 2001
and a prototype board was established a few months later in December. By April of 2002, the team had a
“workable” board with all the components working off batteries and the
production team running Windows CE
applications. A beta level prototype
was sent out by the end of June/early
July 2002 and the customer evaluations level prototypes were ready by
early October. Final changes were
made in the operating system and
mass production began in January
2003—an impressive timeline for the
making of any instrument.
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Building a

Better Handheld
Two team members, Frazier and
Dennis Bowers, TDS manufacturing
manager, not only had the experience
to aid in the efforts for the Recon project, they had a collective strength
from working together at HewlettPackard. When Bowers joined in the
Recon efforts upon his employment at
TDS in July of 2002, he, Frazier and
others looked to Solectron Corporation, a provider of electronics manufacturing services with sites all over
the world, for its manufacturing contract. “They are a good strong partner
with good price points for customers,”
Frazier says. Trimble, TDS’ parent

adored HP48, but surveyors’ expectations or requirements should be more
than fulfilled with the efficient and
rugged performance of the Recon—and
all it offers at a price point comparable
to the HP48 surveying system. Frazier
believes so, too.

“I do believe that Recon can easily
be a painless migration path for HP48
people,” Frazier says. 
Lieca N. Brown is the editor of POB.

™

Windows CE handheld

Extremely rugged
Attractively priced

Tough on the job. Easy on you.
Lightweight, waterproof, Windows CE .NET handheld
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The TDS Recon weighs just 17 oz, has
rounded edges for a comfortable hold and
hosts the latest Windows CE technology.

owner, encouraged the decision to use
Selectron. “Their quality and reputation [sold us],” Frazier adds. “We
judged them on the standards [of]
responsiveness, delivery, quality,
quantity and price.”
With the R&D and designing efforts
implemented, the fun and challenges
of the torture tests complete to standards and beyond, and the manufacturing in competent hands of Solectron
Corporation, the TDS Recon handheld
data collector is ready for the surveyor’s use and review. It may be a bit
unsettling to advance beyond the

Finally, a handheld computer that’s built
extremely tough, yet priced hundreds less
than other rugged handhelds.

and clear in sunlight. And large, widely
spaced buttons are easy to push, even
when wearing gloves.

The TDS Recon exceeds military specifications for shock, vibration and extreme
temperatures. It’s completely sealed
against water and dust, too. Drop it,
use it in blazing heat, subzero cold or
driving rain—the Recon can take it.

The Recon comes with a 200 or 400
MHz Intel® XScale™ processor, 64 MB of
SDRAM and internal nonvolatile Flash
storage to protect your data. It also
features two CompactFlash® slots, a 9-pin
serial port and a high-speed USB port.
Plus you get all the capabilities of the
Windows CE .NET operating system.

The Recon works as hard as you do. It
can run for 15 hours with its LED display
light on—longer than most handhelds
operate with their lights off.
But the Recon is easy on you. It weighs
only 17 ounces, with rounded edges
that are comfortable to hold. The
reflective color TFT display is bright

Don't settle for anything less than the
Recon—rugged performance that’s
affordable.

TM

Visit www.tdsway.com/print
or call 541-753-9322
to find out more.
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The NEW Ranger—
tougher and better than ever
The newest TDS Ranger™ from Tripod Data Systems offers
more memory, even better reliability, a full-color screen on
every model, and lower prices. It’s a combination that makes
it easier for you to do the job right.
The new Ranger’s outstanding performance starts with its
Windows CE operating system and up to 512 MB of Flash®
memory. That’s four times more memory than any Ranger
has had before—so you can easily store more points and
handle larger, more complex jobs. Combined with a 206
MHz Intel® StrongARM® processor, the Ranger can quickly
process even the most graphic-intensive applications.
And the Ranger delivers that performance in the most
challenging work environments. It handles extreme heat—up
to 140 ºF (60 C). And now it’s good in extreme cold, down
to -13 ºF (-25 C). It also meets military and IP standards for
drops, vibration, dust, corrosion and water immersion.
TDS uses rigorous analysis and measurement, along with
feedback from users, to make sure the new Ranger is more
reliable than ever before. And continuous improvement also
means lower prices, model for model, across the entire
Ranger line. So the new Ranger is not only better in the
field—it’s also an even better value than before.

The Ranger comes standard with many useful
programs, including a calculator for quick calculations
in the field.

Now every Ranger comes with
a full-color screen. The reflective LCD touchscreen keeps the
display crisp and bright even in
direct sunlight, with a powerful
frontlight for illumination in
low-light conditions.

The Ranger’s carbon-fiber construction makes it lightweight,
yet rugged. And the soft
polyurethane exterior provides
a great grip in any weather.
Separate navigation, alpha and
numeric keypads make it easy
to operate even when you’re
wearing gloves.

The keyboard wedge, also standard with Ranger, is
useful for working with barcode laser scanners or other
serial devices.

Handhelds for the Working World™

Another standard utility, the Wave Recorder, allows you
to record and play back audio.

Ranger Specifications
STANDARD FEATURES
Microsoft Windows CE .NET
57-key tactile action with separate navigation,
alpha and numeric keypads
Touchscreen
Carbon-fiber core with over-molded polyurethane exterior
Integrated speaker and microphone
Battery life of 30 hours under normal operating conditions
Complete recharge in less than three hours

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES cont.
Internal NiMH battery pack
External charger and extra internal battery pack
External battery kit (includes 12V NiMH battery,
battery soft case, tripod clip, cable and charger)
Vehicle charging cable
Yellow nylon carry case
Holster
Tripod bracket

STANDARD SOFTWARE
Calculator
Wave Recorder

PHYSICAL
Size
10.2" (258 mm ) x 5.1" (130 mm ) x 2.1" (52 mm);
2.9" (74 mm) at handgrip
Weight
2.2 lb (990 g) including battery

STANDARD ACCESSORIES
AC charger with North American power cord
Package of 10 screen protectors
Stylus pen
Serial interface cable
User's guide
OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
26-pin multi-port adapter for charging, USB and Ethernet
Multi-adapter and USB cable
26-pin-to-9-pin serial adapter
European AC recharger

The Ranger’s state-of-the-art technology makes it
versatile enough to tackle a variety of tasks, including
land surveying, forestry, meter reading and construction.

ENVIRONMENT
Operating temperature
-13 to 140 °F (-25 to 60 C)
Storage temperature
-22 to 140 °F (-30 to 60 C)
Water
ICE 529, IP 67 sealed against temporary
immersion
Drop
4 ft (1.22 m) to concrete on all faces,
edges and corners

The Ranger stands up to whatever Mother Nature dishes
out. Waterproof I/O ports let you work even in the
wettest conditions, and the soft polyurethane exterior
remains easy to grip. We’ve tested it under the worst
conditions—so you don’t have to think twice about using
it in them.

ENVIRONMENT cont.
Sand and dust
ICE 529, IP 6X and MIL-STD-810E,
Method 510.3
Vibration
MIL-STD-810E, I-3.4.9 category 10, Fig. 16 & 17
Altitude
MIL-STD-810E, Method 500.3
ELECTRICAL
Processor
Intel StrongARM SA-1110
Memory
64 MB SDRAM standard
Storage
32, 128 or 512 MB Flash disk
Display
320x240 pixels (1/4 VGA) reflective color TFT
Batteries
NiMH rechargeable pack, 3800 mAh
I/O
9-pin serial port—RS232 (115 Kbps) COM1
26-pin multi-port—RS232 COM2, Ethernet 10BaseT, USB
client, power in/out and audio in/out

The Ranger offers features that make a real difference
in the field. The large screen means fewer mistakes
because you can clearly see your data on the screen, the
touchscreen makes data logging faster and easier, and the
display is readable in all kinds of light conditions.

Your local TDS dealer
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